
Classic, yet Contemporary

By Kristie Hill

The Christmas season is time full of traditions. Many of these 
traditions are in the way we decorate. If you like traditional 
Christmas decorations, but don’t want your display to look old 
fashioned and stuffy, this is the design for you. The “Contemporary, 
yet classic” arrangement incorporates three of the most traditional 
Christmas decorations—pinecones, ornaments, and candles—while 
presenting a fun, contemporary look. We have used gerbera daisies, 
one of the hippest flowers on the market, to create a contemporary 
floral design. The use of glittery branches and berries brings in 
a whimsical feeling to the design. Use these stunning stems or 
incorporate your favorite red flowers to create a long lasting floral 
design to add to your Christmas decorations.

The  following tools and supplies can be found at your local crafts 
stores. Use the suggested stems or incorperate your own ideas!

Tools:
Wire Cuttter
Knife
Hot glue gun
Aerosal spray tack

Supplies:
3 Gerbera daisies
3 Festive berries
1 Glittery branch
3 Pinecones
3 Ornaments
1 Candle
Evergreen branaches
Decorative Snow
Dry floral oaisis



Step 1: Prepare container. First, cut the 
oasis into a shape that fits into your chosen 
container. Make sure to leave at least 1/4in 
of oasis above the container to give you 
room to work. Save enough space around 
the edges to fill the container with snow. 
Next, use a hot glue gun to secure the oasis 
to the bottom of the container.  Once it has 
dried, fill the container with a snow product.

Step 2: Create the skeleton. First, create the 
skeleton (or outline) of the design by using 
greenery or branches.  As a general rule of 
thumb, the height of the arrangement is 1 ½ 
the height of the container. Use the branch 
and evergreens to create the basic shape of 
this arrangement. To give the evergreens a 
fresh snow look, spray aerosol tack on the 
greens and lightly sprinkle the snow on top.

Step 3: Insert floral stems. Another general 
guideline in floral design is to work with 
odd numbers. This design uses three main 
flowers. Stagger the gerbera daisies down in 
a triangle along the left side. (If you played 
dot-to-dot with the flowers, they form a 
triangle). Incorporate the berries throughout 
and use the greens to fill in the arrangement

Step 4: Add traditional decorations: To 
insert the candle, first insert a wire into the 
candle and then secure into the foam with 
hot glue. The candle is placed on the right 
hand side to balance the frame of the gerbera 
daisies. For the finishing touches, add the 
pinecones and ornaments around base.  

Create an easy floral design with all your favorite traditional 
decorations to display in your home this Christmas Season!


